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Entering Stiffeners Data
 Plate Type
 Annular Type
 Shell Type
 Profile Type
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 Entering Stiffeners Data (Plate Type)

If your equipment includes Stiffener from plate, you have to enter its
data on this page. The pivotal point would be to correctly define
Stiffener Element, in this regard.

Fig. 11-1 – (Entering Stiffener from Plate Data Menu)

 Annular Type
If the stiffener plate is in contact with the equipment through
thickness, you have to define it as Annular Type. In that case, the
defined plate will be defined in the software as a ring, and when
preparing cutting plan, the plate will be considered as a ring with its
internal diameter equal to the equipment’s external diameter, and its
external diameter equal to the internal diameter + two times the
width of the ring (which you have entered in Ring Width field).
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 Shell Type
If the reinforcing plate is in contact with the equipment through
width, you have to define it as Shell Type. In that case, the defined
plate will be defined in the software as a piece of Shell Type, and when
preparing cutting plan, the plate will be considered as a piece of Shell
with a width equal to the ring’s width (which you have entered in the
Ring Width field); its internal diameter equal to the equipment’s
external diameter, and its external diameter equal to the internal
diameter + two times the thickness of the ring (which you have
entered in the Ring Th’k field). The importance of this issue lies in the
fact that when constructing the Shell Type piece, the placement of the
Shell’s diameter on the plates longitudinal is of utmost significance.
 Entering Stiffeners Data (Profile Type)

If your equipment includes Stiffener from profile, you have to enter
its data on this page.

Fig. 11-2 – (Entering Stiffener from Profile Data Menu)
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